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Abstract
Communication service providers (CSPs) face an array of challenges in this rapidly changing telecommunications industry. The evolving
digital ecosystem and presence of over-the-top (OTT) players have made it imperative for CSPs to strengthen their core functions and
leverage innovation to expand into new offerings. With an extensive reach across business verticals, CSPs already have a rich data repository
driven by their unique network intelligence that can be utilized for maximizing service delivery levels.
This paper highlights the importance of customer centricity to drive business outcomes for CSPs. It assesses the current industry state and
CSP capabilities geared towards customer centricity that can help offer a more personalized experience and boost loyalty. The case for digital
transformation is presented, along with a framework that can help CSPs reimagine their businesses.

Introduction: Customer Centricity Replaces Customer Service as the New Mandate
Today's CSPs face more challenges than ever before to retain their customer base while tapping into new sources of revenue. They must
move beyond traditional contracts and churn mitigation initiatives. Quality coverage and good plans are only the bedrock for added
initiatives that can provide a more compelling end-to-end, omni-channel consumer experience for their current consumer base. CSPs must
also better serve their enterprise business-to-business (B2B) clients while using new data monetization models to expand judiciously into
new business-to-business-to-consumer (B2B2C) markets. Future success depends on each CSP's ability to analyze their data and leverage
their exclusive capabilities to cater to different customer segments. By embracing 'customer centricity' as the strategic differentiator, CSPs
can retain and grow revenues with their consumer and enterprise customers to differentiate themselves from traditional and non-traditional
competitors.
This paper explores the current CSP environment and underscores the need for customer centricity as a critical cornerstone of success. It also
presents the case for digital transformation and highlights examples of successful initiatives to offer a roadmap for change.

The current state of CSPs: In Search of Revenue and Margins
With increasing competition in a rapidly evolving digital landscape, CSPs are constantly challenged to adapt and develop future-ready
strategies. Lower growth and thinning margins in mature markets result from a series of factors as detailed below and illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Customer Intelligence Mitigates Challenges Faced by CSPs

User saturation, more aggressive competitive pricing, and business model pressures impact revenue and profits. Churn is managed, but at a
high cost. Expected gains from subsidy reductions are offset by costs as the world of ‘forced loyalty’ via contracts shows clear signs of strain
and churn and margin pressures increase. High capital expenditures for long term evolution (LTE), fiber, and spectrum involve enormous
investment to offer a competitive advantage.
OTT and non-traditional service providers have established themselves in the communication space to offer stiff competition to CSPs. For
example, Juniper Research estimates operators will suffer $14B in lost revenues as OTTs take market share – up 26% over 20131. Additionally,
these players continue to create new adjacent value that rides high on CSPs’ ‘pipes’, further limiting revenue growth opportunities.
Mobile technology has continued to penetrate consumer lives, with 58 percent of American adults currently possessing a smartphone and
42 percent of American adults owning a tablet.2 The rising popularity of the Internet of Things (IoT) is expected to grow from 12 billion
networked devices in 2013 to approximately 21 billion in 20183. However, the growth in devices and the commensurate explosion in data is
a double-edged sword. On the one hand, this phenomenon can drive revenue growth and enable new consumer and enterprise
opportunities at home and in the field of telematics, health, logistics, and other areas. On the flipside, data volumes will require more capex
investment for effective handling, along with exponential growth in the number of customer touchpoints and the management of insights.
Moreover, in the case of IoT, if operators are unable to better understand and serve their customers they may yet again find OTT players
‘stealing’ large swaths of opportunity.
CSPs are still on the lookout for new business opportunities that can enhance their position in the communications space. Despite enterprise
opportunities in B2B and cloud, these avenues have not yet delivered the expected return.
Finally, the challenges of process and technology transformation continue to have an impact on CSPs’ business. While CSPs anxiously look for
ways to boost revenue, they must simultaneously lower costs. To that end, many companies have set up initiatives to combine wireline or
wireless operations. Most players are on their own customized evolution paths towards internet protocol (IP) next generation technologies
that can drive service delivery flexibility, lower operating costs, and ultimately, deliver customer-centered services. Some leading CSPs have
established new corporate offices dedicated to lean or Six Sigma performance excellence. They grapple with silo mitigation to lower costs
and improve operations, but with marginal success so far.

Maximizing the Potential of CSPs
Despite this seemingly grim outlook, CSPs are endowed with unique capabilities which if leveraged appropriately place them in a position of
strength. By controlling the mobile experience and understanding each consumer's 'context', CSPs can engage with consumers anytime,
anywhere. Add to this, the anticipated explosion of IoT which will increase mobile contextual information (B2C and B2B), positioning CSPs for
strategic benefits.
The extensive consumer reach of CSPs makes them well suited as B2B(2C) partners for capturing, analyzing, and monetizing data. Moreover,
their reach across and into vertical business segments allows them to become preferred B2B partners as businesses seek to deliver more
relevant offers at the right time.
Finally, CSPs have unique platform capabilities. They can authenticate and drive confidence in real-time interactions with consumers and as
trusted federated data brokers. CSPs' mobile payment and wallet initiatives provide additional insights that help CSPs and other industries
act on this improved understanding of consumer preferences and behavior. CSPs already capture Big Data on a scale that exceeds most
other industries. This is coupled with their ability to deploy real-time analytics, allowing them to generate proprietary insights from owned
and third party data.
These CSP-only capabilities help generate a deep customer understanding that can serve as the common basis for future competitive and
business health. Embracing a customer-centric approach across the enterprise helps CSPs drive more revenue while lowering costs by:
n

Delivering a more personalized customer experience within their consumer base to drive up-sell and cross-sell opportunities and lower
costs of loyalty

n

Extending their deep understanding of consumers to help enterprise customers in vertical markets improve the quality of products and
services to their end customers

n

Monetizing data in new and different ways to add even more revenue streams

[1] Juniper Research, Press Release: Operators to Suffer $14bn in Lost Revenues this Year, as OTTs Take Market Share, (October 21, 2014),
http://www.juniperresearch.com/viewpressrelease.php?pr=482
[2] Pew Research Center, Pew Research Internet Project, Mobile Technology Fact Sheet (January 2014), http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheets/mobiletechnology-fact-sheet/
[3] Cisco, Virtual Networking Index (VNI) Global IP Traffic Forecast 2013-2018,( June 2014), http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/service-provider/visualnetworking-index-vni/index.html
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CSPs’ opportunity for growth begins with their B2C core and, most importantly, with a 720 degree view of each customer which serves as the
foundation to deepen customer insight, deliver omni-channel customer excellence, and power compelling, relevant new offers. The 720
degree view of the customer can be used to create a ‘single version of the truth’, based on an analytics-driven strategy that draws on
unstructured and structured data within the service provider (360˚) and from outside sources (360˚). It draws on omni-channel touchpoint
data, cross line-of-business data, sentiment and social data from cognitive analytics, site and application usage data, and of course, network
experience data, all across structured and unstructured sources.
Armed with XDRs, enriched with full 720 degree data, CSPs can personalize offers, propositions, rewards, and touchpoints across all channels,
from CSPs’ online presence and retail stores to kiosks and the customer service center. More successful up-sell and cross-sell campaigns can
result, with a rise in Net Promoter Scores and reduction in the cost of managing churn due to improved customer experiences. Simulation,
testing, launching, and driving adoption for new offers can become better qualified and targeted. With better pricing and offers, marketing
metrics and margins can improve. A single view of the customer can boost business processes and IT efficiency. To be successful, CSPs must
assemble the 720 degree view of each customer and leverage sophisticated descriptive, predictive, and, most importantly, prescriptive
analytics to build trust and encourage ‘real’ sustainable loyalty within their B2C core business.
Understanding the end consumer helps as CSPs leverage the explosion of devices and increased bandwidth over the past five years. This
growth has opened up a second area of revenue potential with a host of emerging opportunities in CSPs' B2B sector. These include services
such as freight tracking, home automation, energy monitoring, healthcare IT initiatives, and many more. As these markets continue to evolve
and mature, customer data and insights will only help CSPs grow in the important and lucrative enterprise market.
The third area of opportunity is the B2B2C segment that many consider an emerging ‘must win’ growth arena. CSPs can leverage their
strengths as access providers, with close proximity to their customers, to enter new markets and introduce services outside the core business
with innovative business models aimed at monetizing data. These emerging opportunities align with machine-to-machine (m2m) or IoT
device growth, cloud, and network and platform-as-a-service plays. Most initiatives remain in formative stages as CSPs continue to analyze
risk and explore which new businesses offer enough opportunity to warrant investment. Some CSPs are investing in one analytics-based
data monetization platform that can be leveraged for economic savings internally and externally across markets.

The Case for Digital Transformation
The changing digital landscape and the phenomenon of convergence have made it imperative for CSPs to adopt emerging digital
technologies to build this deep understanding of customers. Digital technologies have an enormous impact on the way in which CSPs
transform their business to establish greater customer centricity. They drive change through:
n

Social networks which create new channels to communicate with customers and gain insights from conversations. Social conversations
and graphs are emerging data sources providing valuable information that can enhance the customer experience.

n

Mobility which drives compelling new customer experiences outside the core business through opportunities like telematics, interactive
healthcare apps, retail offers, and location based services. The potential of mobility to increase contextual relevance is one of the central
reasons CSPS are so well positioned to monetize data opportunities.

n

Big Data and analytic models which provide powerful insights to buyer behavior by creating a single version of truth about customers.
They provide smarter, more effective marketing programs, better customer experience, and improved customer understanding to drive
higher monetization value in the current core business and B2B(2C). To ensure success, CSPs must access all the data sources that are
untapped or under-leveraged, such as omni-channel touchpoint data, line of business (LOB) intelligence, and network analytics, among
others.

n

Cloud which enables CSPs to offer low-cost computing and storage capabilities to both consumers and businesses in any industry, and to
deploy B2B(2C) services platforms that can be economically leveraged into many CSPs' multi-pronged vertical initiatives.

n

IoT which is an emerging area for CSPs to maximize on opportunities from the explosion of Internet-connected devices. CSPs that
embrace customer centricity and consumer understanding can maximize their opportunity to capture this opportunity with vertical
partners.
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Innovative CSPs are implementing unique digital transformation initiatives to enhance
customer value, improve operational efficiencies, and develop new revenue sources. Some of
the enterprises that have opted for digital transformation are:

Innovative CSPs are implementing
unique digital transformation
initiatives to enhance customer value,
improve operational efficiencies, and
develop new revenue sources.

n

Telefonica O2 UK launched TU Go app, a cloud based telephony service that enables users
to make calls, text, and use voicemail services via Internet, at any physical location (indoor
or outdoor) over Wi-Fi, using the phone number from their existing customer contract.4

n

Verizon Wireless, the largest US carrier with more than 98 million retail customers,
launched its Precision Markets Insights Division to share anonymous and aggregated
subscriber data with outside parties. This information enables marketers to improve mobile advertising targeting and provides Verizon
with a new revenue stream.5

n

Based on its 4G capability, Vodafone has announced that it will supply m2m communications, in-car navigation, and infotainment
services to Volkswagen and Audi in Europe from 20156. AT&T and Tesla have entered into a mult-year exclusive agreement to enable high
speed wireless connectivity to power such items as remote engine diagnostics and telematics.7

These brief anecdotes provide insights on digital transformation's impact and potential. Yet, despite the clear need for change, many CSP
executives feel they are not progressing fast enough in developing and implementing a successful digital strategy. In fact, while 74 percent
of companies have a digital strategy, only one-third of the executives believe that their approach is correct, and less than one in six
executives feel their firm has the skills and competencies to execute the digital strategy.
Enabling a strategy for delivering superb customer experience, driving operational efficiencies, or generating new revenue streams requires
insights at both the customer and business level. However, the challenge for CSPs is to find the right initiatives to move forward and
effectively confront the critical issues resulting from mature market challenges. The right solutions can help CSPs develop insights to create
compelling offers that engage customers, drive loyalty, and optimize cost effective channels.
Done right, customer centricity drives new growth opportunities and operating efficiencies that can increase the top and bottom line.
Whether it is optimizing networks to ensure quality of service, eliminating organizational silos, or lowering data and infrastructure costs, all
these initiatives can have a significant transformative and financial impact.
While the overall case for digital transformation to drive customer centricity is extremely compelling, the problem lies in its implementation.
CSPs face a number of options regarding what, where, how, when, and why they must start, which can seem daunting. It is important to
choose the right partner who understands the intricacies of their business, to leverage existing assets and develop the best strategic plan to
move forward.

Getting started with digital transformation requires a measured approach
Digital transformation is not a one-size-fits-all proposition. It should not overwhelm the organization with an overly complex and expensive
approach. Consultants and media tend to over-hype digital transformation, creating confusion about which technology or specific solution
one should focus on and where one should begin. Every organization has its unique set of resource constraints defined by its infrastructure,
processes, talent, and financial resources.
Despite the differences among CSPs in terms of their maturity, readiness, and other constraints, establishing customer centricity is a common
theme driving digital transformation imperatives. There are three critical considerations for successful initiatives:
1. Developing compelling customer experiences,
2. Optimizing operating costs while delivering quality service and convenience, and
3. Creating new services to enter and grow new markets.
It is seen that optimal results come from a measured approach to transformation. Based on each company's individual business imperatives,
the Digital Transformation Framework (illustrated in Figure 2) can help determine where the CSP is positioned and how it can achieve its
digital transformation objectives. Linking business outcomes directly to solution capabilities and associated investment enables CSP
executives to visualize the direct impact of transformation initiatives on key metrics.
[4] Telefonica press release “Telefonica Launches TU Go in the UK” (March 1, 2013), http://blog.digital.telefonica.com/?press-release=telefonic-o2-tu-go
[5] Verizon press release “Precision Market Insights from Verizon to Help Brands Better Understand and Engage with Customers” (October 1, 2012),
http://www.verizonwireless.com/news/article/2012/10/pr2012-10-01.html
[6] Vodafone press release “Networking on the Road: Volkswagen and Audi Bank on Vodafone” (March 7, 2014),
http://www.vodafone.com/content/index/media/vodafone-group-releases/2014/vw-audi.html
[7] AT&T press release “A Tell-All Touchscreen for the Electric Car” (Jan 2014),
http://about.att.com/newsroom/tesla_and_att_enter_multi_year_exclusive_agreement_to_connect_current_and_future_models_in_north_america.html
[8] Forrester Research, The Future of Business is Digital (March 2014)
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Figure 2: Recommended Digital Transformation Framework
As noted in Figure 2, CSPs' transformation imperatives serve as the starting points and generally map to the organizations that initiate
change. Digital transformation initiatives are directly mapped to business outcomes and tracked with operating metrics. Experience reveals
that executives leading successful transformation initiatives have a laser focus on improving a few core business metrics. Communicating
early successes effectively can jumpstart follow-on initiatives across the organization and build momentum.
The key leverage points in the model are the foundational capabilities that support processes and provide the building blocks for new
functionality. Having a 720° view (using internal operational data for a 360° view plus a 360°perspective from external sources) enables
marketing executives to direct more effective campaigns and implement personalized services. The same holistic capability is essential in
creating an omni-channel experience.
The glue needed to bind digital transformation initiatives are the organization's governance, processes, and specialized skills. Successful CSPs
have established internal digital transformation organizations to create strategies for new customer services and monetize CSP data.
Effective governance requires buy-in across all levels of the company with fully engaged process owners to lead integration across the
organization. New skills also may be needed to configure and operationalize solutions.
Achieving transformation targets requires a strategy that considers the organization's current positioning or 'digital maturity'—a baseline
that describes its progress towards transformation. Some CSPs may be more advanced in specific areas but may lag in others based on their
business needs and priorities. Bridging the gap between an organization's current digital maturity and its future aspirations requires a
roadmap that balances customer centricity with return on investment (ROI) and risk. This framework provides insight on whether the
organization should focus or make trade-offs to achieve its transformation objectives.
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Conclusion
Customer centricity is no longer a choice for CSPs, it is a mandate. Attracting and sustaining consumers' attention does not simply rest on
how great a provider's service and usage plans are. Successful CSPs are embracing digital technologies to create competitive differentiation
and redefine customer relationships. Analytics are being applied to gain insights on customer behavior and operating efficiencies. New
omni-channel experiences allow seamless integration of access options, creating new customer experiences that leverage the most costeffective means of service delivery.
CSPs have a choice of vendors to partner with for their digital transformation initiatives. Broad-based technology platforms are often cost
prohibitive and time consuming while other offerings can be narrow, non-integrated point solutions that focus on isolated issues. They may
also require further integration with platforms and additional point solutions.
There is no single right answer to the question of determining the correct path to digital transformation. The marketing and operations
organizations for a given CSP may start at different maturity levels based on competitive position, resources, risk profile, aspirations, and
many other factors. With the right tools and engagement models, CSPs can determine business impact and ROI for each transformation
initiative. Armed with these insights, CSP executives can focus on the priority and optimal sequence for transformation projects based on
economic impact analysis. Results provide intelligence on where CSPs need to focus to achieve their own vision of digital transformation.
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